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Art history
targeted for
elimination
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Administration editor

Eastern is considering dropping

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

ust, a junior elementary education T!llljor, waits for the pinch while donating her blood Monday
n at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Grand Ballroom. The drive will continue
y in the Grand Ballroom and will then move to Lawson Hall for the remainder of the blood

estive' blood drive gets
27 pints of first day goal
EIU
tern's spring blood drive
to a good start Monday,
g 83 percent of its firstof 275 pints.
t's right in line with the
y goal," said Dave Cline,
service consulttant for the
'can Red Cross. The drive
a total of 227 pints.
c blood drive 's weekly
· 1,450 pints.
Tuesday and Wednesday,
drive is in the Grand
m of the Martin Luther
Jr. University Union from
-5 p.m. It then moves to

n HaU for the remainder

c week from 2-8 p.m.
day and 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
ttin' on the Ritz," th e

theme for this year's blood
drive, is an attempt to try to add
a festive touch to 'the event, said
Gwen Little, faculry adviser for

the blood drive. Entertainers
have been scheduled to perform
through Wednesday in the
Grand Ballroom.
Eastern 's Juggling Club will
perform at 4 p.m. Tuesday and
Simon Roe will play the piano
starting at 4 p.m. on Wednesday.
Kathy Ryan and her string
quartet performed on Monday.
Little said the theme provides
more of a party atmosphere in
hopes of attracting new donors.
Anyone between the ages of
17 and 75 is eligible to give
blood as long as they are in
good health and weigh more
than 110 pounds.
Most students said the main
motivation for giving blood was
to help others.
Anne Schmeltzer, a junior
sociology major, said that she

" Continued on page 2

the art history major because of
low enrollments and few graduates, a move that one art professor
wants the university to reconsider.
The program has been under
intensive review for some time,
and enrolJments have not improved despite efforts to recruit
students, said James Johnson, acting dean of Fine Arts. The program currently has six students
enrolled, and only two have graduated from it since 1989.
Barbara Hill. provost and vice
president for academic affairs,
reported at Thursday's Board of
Governors meeting that out of
four Eastern programs under
intensive review, art history is the
only one being considered for
elimination.
Johnson said no final decision
has been made yet. Although no
one will be laid off if the program
is actually eliminated, teachers in
the program remain opposed to
the change, said art professor
Jerry McRoberts.
"We would like to see it preserved," McRoberts said. "We are
working behind the scenes to see
it saved."
The department probably won't
cut any courses, just art history as
an area of specialization, Johnson
said. If the final decision is made,
the major will be phased out
slowly over several years so students now enrolled in the program
can graduate, he said.
Art history is not one of the
programs that was recommended
for elimination under the Illinois
Board of Higher Education's
Priorities, Quality and Productivity Initiative.
The department has made serious efforts to draw more students
into the program from both inside
and outside of the College of Fine

We would like to see it

preserved. We are
working behind the
scenes to see it saved.
Jerry McRoberts
Art professor

Arts, Johnson said.
Students enrolled in the program haven't expressed concern
over the program's possible
demise, Johnson said. Faculty and
students have been able to give
input throughout the process and
will have more chances in the
future, he said.
McRoberts said administrators
are not looking at the right factors
to detennine the viability of the
program.
"It never was supposed to be a
big program," McRoberts said. "I
can't see that it's going to save
any money."
Art history draws better students because it is a hard program, so the quality of the art
department might suffer, be said.
Johnson said art history has
been a "quality program," and the
decision to consider it for elimination has been a long, hard process.
"I appreciate their concern, and
I hear their concern," Johnson
said. "What we want to do is
include the quality of the art history major in the other programs."
Johnson said the department
might consider replacing art history with a new program and will

• Continued on page 2

ssible student fee increase questioned
the recent uproar over the search for
al payroll funds for the Student
Center, many student orgaruzanow questioning the possibility of
student fees by $5.
ts currently pay $55 per semester
Rec Center. Organizations such as
· nment Board and Student Senate
ted raising this fee to $60 to proRec Center with additional funds.

Vice President for Business Affair s
Charles Colbert said this fee could be raised
without calling a student referendum because
the original referendum to build the Student
Rec Center set the student fee at no more
than$60.
'The referendum said the student fee could
be up to $60 from the very beginning."
Colbert said. "That referendum bas already
been held and there really is no need to hold a
second one."
Colbert said a decision has not yet been
made on whether to raise the fee.

'Tm not aware of any immediate plans to
make a change and raise the fee, but I won't
say it couldn't happen."
Colbert said if the fee were to be raised, the
decision would be made by the President's
Council after it reviews the 1993-94 Rec
Center budget
"We have not seen the budget for the Rec
Center yet," Colbert said. "After we do see
the budget and we have a better idea of
whether or not it will provide the amount of
funds the Rec Center needs, we can then consider whether raising the fee is nec.essary."

The President's Council, which is made of
the president, all vice presidents and the presidential assistant, made the original decision
to set the student fee at $55 instead of $60.
"At the time, it was felt that the Rec Center
could be well-run without the extra $100,000
a year the final $5 would provide," Colbert
said.
The President's Council will review all
recognized student organization budgets,
including the Rec Center budget, after the
Apportionment Board concludes its budget
allocation process in March.
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Gay awareness week set
By MELANIE McCLAIN
Staff writer

The Lesbian. Gay. Bisexual and Allies Union
declared the week of April 25-30 Gay Awareness
Week at its regular meeting Monday.
Seth Rodgers. executive director of the union,
said that the date was chosen because there will be a
lot of gay-related issues in the news with the Gay
Pride Parade in Washington, D.C .. that same month.
Throughout Gay Awareness Week, Eastern students will be able to purchase buttons and ribbons
supporting gay rights in Coleman Hall.
"There will be purple ribbons for gay awareness,
and we're looking into having buttons for heterosexual supporters that say 'straight but not narrow,"'
Rodgers said.
April 29 will be Green Thursday, where students

may wear green lo show they support gay rights.
"Hopefully it will be a consciousness-raising
episode to make people aware that there is a homosexual community on this campus." Rodgers said.
The Union will also be inviting students and other
minority groups to an open forum on March 7 to discuss any topics on students' minds.
"There are a lot of people who do not know this
group exists, although it's been in the paper a lot,"
Rodgers said. "Hopefully this will eradicate some
homophobia."
A date and location have not yet been set for the
forum.
Rodgers also said the Union will continue its letter-writing campaign to Congress on the subject of
gayst in the military. All students are encouraged to
participate in the campaign.

Lost man found living new life
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The family
Gary Elliott deserted nearly 14
years ago was shocked. hurt and
surprised to hear he's alive and
well.
But they say they still love
him.
"He was a good man," his wife
Maxine said at a news conference
Monday. "He never mistreated us
at all. He just didn't have that
type of personality. I don't know

what happened. Nobody knows."
Gary Elliott disappeared after a
chess tournament in St. Louis on
July I, 1979. Authorities believe
he faked foul play to make a
clean break with his past.
He turned up earlier this month
in Santa Ana, Calif., as Clifford
Leighton, a man living a double
life as a technician for a pollution
control manufacturing company with a fiancee.

Ellioll is lo be arraigned
Tuesday on charges of perjury
committed when he obtained documents to make him Leighton.
Also unsettled is the matter of
an $84,000 insurance policy his
wife cashed eight years after his
disappearance.
..
1
But the biggest question for his
wife of 17 years and his seven
kids - all grown now - is why?

FROM PAGE ONE
Fraternity and sorority members
are also encouraged to attend as
communit) service projects. Beth
Minarak a junior education major ,
said she was out to strike up points
for her sorority. Sigma Sigma

•Continued from page J
look at revisions of some of it-; other courses.
Even though the art history major might be eliminated. art history classes themselves will remain

at the I,N House
Greek Court
For Rides and Info.
Call 581-6898
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I PIZZA•••TO GO!
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Now at Monlcal's, get a Med. (14•)
Thin .~rust Sausage & Cheese Pizza ..

JustSS.95

-Tu

Large (16•) Pizza
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New Releases

EID HEALTH FAIR/SYMPOSIUM

On Sale!

FEBRUARY 25-26

Dbl. CD
$11.98 $21.98
~

$13.98 $6.99

o!n~

Sigma. and to "help other.;" when
she donated a pint Monday.
According to a supervisor for the
Red Cross, the blood b. sent to St.
Louis for screening before being
distributed to area hospitals.

untouched because all art students must take several art
history classes to complete their majors, he said. Also,
45 percent of all art courses are taken by non-an
majors.

Poison
-Native Tongue
Duran Duran
-self titled
loc.ated It 4th • Un<olo
II'<.... 1ro.. Monie•'•)
Van Halen
CD
Van Halen -Right Here Right Now

Van Halen
Dbl. Cass

Movie Night

..

..

Art

Tonight 6:00

$7.45 with

Blood
., Continued from page I
Anne Schmeltzer. junior sociology
major liked the idea of a festive
theme. but added that the reason
she came out was to ..help save
lives."

SIGMA
NU
Informal Rush

'
lnfecti?u~

Screws
-Sars1pp1us' Ark

Drivin' N Cryin'
-Smoke

18 GUEST SPEAKERS - 25 EXHIBITORS
Health Fair - Grand Ballroom
Symposium - Charlestop/Mattoon &
Effingham Room
•
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
College of HPER 581-3412
Minority Affairs
581-6690
Afro-American Studies 581-5719
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nate member: Don't kill the BOG
directly for the BOG. Wielt said, as
a student, he is vehemently opposed to the board's dissolution.
"I totally disagree with almost
everything Weaver says," Wiell
said. "The BOG may not be the
most efficient system in the world, I
don't know, but he wants to get rid
of this system before anyone finds
be does not want to fight out what the most efficient system
in the newspaper. Tony may actually be."
he feels Weaver is wrong
The BOG oversees Eastern,
lo eliminate the BOG.
Western, Chicago State, Northn't want to be fighting eastern and Governors State univerin lhe paper." Wielt said. "I sities. The BOR oversees Northern,
to be stabbing him in the Illinois State and Sangamon State
but every time I open the universities.
r l see something about
Weaver, who is sponsoring a bill
wanting to get rid of the to eliminate the BOG and the
Board of Regents, spoke at Eastern
is refening to five anicles last Tuesday in favor of eliminating
~ last week featuring
the BOG and replacing it with indiR-Ashmore. as their main vidual governing boards at each
While some dealt with other school. Wielt said he did not attend
of Weaver·s work. all five Weaver's speech because of a
his biU, which would board meeting in Chicago.
lhe Board of Governors
Wielt said without the boards,
of Regents.
each of the eight schools would be
said he feels the The Daily forced to send people to Springfield
News is biased in favor of to lobby for state money.
. gthe BOG.
'The state legislature definitely
while he cannot speak doesn't want that, and it would

Tony Wielt
drive the lobbyists crazy," Wielt
said. "I think the legislators wouJd
much rather deal with two lobbyists
instead of one from each school.
"We'd have our president, who
rightly should ~ doing work here,
in Springfield all the time lobbying
for money. He wouldn't ever be
around.''
The BOG and BOR have a combined budget of $4.3 million, Wielt

said. Proponents of Weaver's bill
claim elimination would save the
state money. but Wielt disagrees
"It is an enormous fallacy for
people to think we're going to save
$4.3 million in tax dollars by getting rid of the board," he said. "It is
an incredible fallacy. We'd probably have to raise tuition to pay for
all of the expenses elimination
would cause."
Weaver said in his speech that,
because of the BOG, smaller
schools such as Eastern get lost in
the shuffle of bureaucracy. Eliminating the BOG would most hurt
the smaller schools because they
would no longer be under the
BOG 's protection, he added.
"If the board was broken up,
Eastern couJd probably stand on its
own and so couJd Western, but the
other BOG schools would be left in
the dust." Wielt said. ''Everybody
would be scrambling and fighting
for their own money."
Weaver also said in his speech
that the governing boards are an
additional level of bureaucracy and
have outlived their usefulness.
Wielt questions Weaver's factual
support for many of his beliefs.

"In my opinion. Weaver makes a
lot of statements he can't back up,"
Wielt said "He says the system is
bad and we have to come up with
better system, but we don't have a
better system right now. We
shouldn't be getting rid of system
we have until we find a better way."
He said because each school
would have to set up ih own governing board, the measure would
add a layer of bureaucracy.
Wielt said he would like to hold
a seminar or an open forum with
Weaver in hopes such an event
would provide valuable infonnation
to students and give him a chance
to receive student opinions.
"As far as getting student input,
all I can do is make the information
I have public," Wielt said. "I can't
really go up to anyone on the street
and say 'Well, what do you think of
the BOG situation?' It's a very
political situation, and most people
don't know enough about it to have
a real opinion.
"There just is no way for me to
explain to every student on campus
the history of the situation and why
Weaver is pushing for BOG elimination."

rt chairman new
ean of Fine Arts
editor
Johnson said he is "excitbe named acting dean of
Arts and said he expects colaniz.ation to be among the
IOpOrtant issues he will face.
Ivarie. chairman of the
committee that recommendhnson for the job, said
's experience in the depart~ the main reason the group

him.
had very strong support
lhe faculty and the people
met with him during the
" lvarie said...He has a full
experience as chair of the
91loortnwnt."
·e said this experience will
son make a smooth transithe office. Johnson said his
goal is to maintain as nor111mosphere as possible dur-

ing the switch.
Johnson said he will most likely
be involved in the college reorganization process. and his experience
in the department will be a valuable
asset. The Council on University
Planning and Budget recommended
that Eastern consolidate its six college~ as a cost saving measure.
With the pending college consolidation and approaching deadlines
regular departmental activities, the
search committee had to work fast,
lvarie said.
'There are many ongoing things
like the faculty evaluations that are
due Feb. 26," he said.
Ivarie said the decision was
made in 15 working days.
Johnson took office Monday, and
will be acting dean through July I.
The dean of Fine Arts position
was left open by the retirement of
Vaughn Jaenike, who had served as
dean for 18 years.

JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer

Discriminating palate
Std Lando/phi licks a mim-jlavored condom while demonstrating the safe way to have oral sex. during her
Hot, Sexy and Safer lecture Monday night in the Unfrersity Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Umon.

harleston c·old to continue, Jury selection done
in new beating trial
ut rain, snow should end
fter last week's cold spell
ed with a 6-inch snowfall.
es of any heavy snow or
thb week are unlikely, said
weather observer Dalias
fraction of an inch of snow
fallen before midnight
y, but amounts of more
a couple inches are not prein this week's five-day
I.

·ce said temperatures may
later this week.
We're just going through a
spell right now," Price said
Friday, we might see it
into the mid-40s."
·ce said that temperatures
this week will remain in the
30s for the highs and drop
the low 20s or teens for
ight lows.
"It will still be a cold week,
t February is still a colder

month," Price said. ''March isn't
a spring month either."
Monday's temperature hovered in the mid-20s while the
evening's low was expected to
drop into the I 0- to 15-degree
range.
Last week's snowfall, the
largest for Coles County in more
than two years, amounted to 6
inches, easily surpassing the
usual February precipitation of 4
inches.
Thursday morning's temperature of minus 8 degrees was the
lowest to hit the Charleston area
since Dec. 24, 1989 when the
mercury fell to minus 11
degrees.
Thursday's benchmark of
minus 8 degrees broke previous
record set on Feb. 18, 1963 of
minus 6 degrees.
The entire Central Illinois
area was blanketed by a mask of
thick fog on Sunday that Price
said was unique.
"When you have a heavy fog

that covers such a widespread
area like Sunday's, iL 's usually
caused by warm air that is
chilled," Price said. "Moisture
panicles in the air produce visibility problems on the roads."
lllino1s State Police Sgt. Paul
Moody said that Saturday
evening's mixture of freezing
rain and sleet were responsible
for at least eight weather-related
accidents. Moody said about 18
accidents occurred Last Monday
and Tuesday because of slick
road conditions.
"Most of the accidents on
Saturday were just cars sliding
off the roadways and heading
into ditches," Moody said.
"There were no fatalities or any
injuries reported."
Since December, the amount
of daylight from the sun has
increased from 9.5 hours to
almost 11 now, Price said.
..Last week's snowstorm was
not necessarily uncommon for
this time of the year," Price said.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A jury
that includes two blacks and a
Hispanic was chosen Monday to
judge four white policemen in the
federal Rodney King beating trial.
Lawyers for both sides agreed on
the jury's makeup after a day of
wrangling that included an unsuccessful bid by defense attorneys to
dismiss a black man from the panel.
U.S. District Judge John G.
Davies ordered the jurors sworn in,
then released them to return home
and collect their belongings before
being sequestered at a hotel. The
trial is expected to take as long as
eight weeks.
Davies set opening statements
for Wednesday. Alternate juror
selection would continue Tuesday.
The jury that will try the four
officers for allegedly violating
King's civil rights includes eight
men and four women. Six of the
men and three of the women are
white.
The jury that acquitted the officers on most charges in an earlier
state trial included no blacks, one
Asian and one Hispanic.

That decision set off three days
of rioting in the Los Angeles area,
killing 54 people and causing more
than $1 billion in damage.
"I'm pleased with the jury,"
defense attorney Ira Salzman said
outside court. "I think they're fair
considering public opinion and the
way it stands." The last man seated,
a young Hispanic, said he knew little about the case and had never
seen the famous videotape of King,
who is black, being beaten by white
police officers after a traffic stop.
All of the other jurors said they
had seen the videotape.
Among those seated were a
welder, a woman who teaches
insurance agents how to sell, a
woman postal worker. a man who
sells real estate and two men who
appeared to be retail clerks. Written
jury questionnaires describing the
jurors' occupations were sealed by
the judge, who promised the panel
anonymity.
On trial are police Sgt. Stacey
Koon, Officers Theodore Briseno
and Laurence Powell and fonner
officer Timothy Wind.
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Eastern should
play a large role
in city primary
Tuesday Charleston residents registered to
vote in Coles County can make a choice which
will affect the city's future. That choice is voting
in the mayoral and commissioner primary.
Because Charleston is home to students during their time at Eastern, it is important for
them to register in Coles County and learn the
issues expressed by the candidates who could
be shaping the future of where we learn, live,
work and play.
The primary will eliminate three of the five
candidates for mayor and one of the nine commissioner candidates for the general election.
Mayoral candidates are
Wayne F. Lanman, Roscoe
._........._......_.._ M. "Dan" Cougill, Todd M.
Reardon, Brian William Ford and Doug Hicks.
Candidates for the commissioner position are
john D. Winnett, Bruce R. Scism, Gene Scholes,
Thomas Michael, Maurice W. Manbeck, Jim
Dunn, Brian E. Myerscough, Annette J. Lynch
and Greg Stewart.
Eastern's election locations are as follows:
• Voters living in Lincoln Hall, Douglas Hall,
Stevenson Tower and married student housing
must vote in precinct 15, located In the Wesley
Foundation on 2202 Fourth St.
• Voters living in Taylor, Thomas, McKinney,
Ford, Pemberton, Andrews, Lawson and Weller
halls must vote In precinct 16, located in the
University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
• Voters living in Carman Hall, International
House, Greek Court, University Court Apartments, Lincolnwood Apartments and Brittany
Ridge Apartments must vote in precinct 17,
located in the Carman Hall lobby.
• Voters living in Cambridge, Youngstown
and Forest Ridge Apartments must vote at
precinct 18 In the Immanuel Lutheran Church,
902 Cleveland St.
Approximately half of Charleston's 22,000
population are registered to vote, and it is important for them to study the issues. City crime
policies, the drinking age, attempts to bring
more business Into the community and the
condition of Charleston's roads are all prominent issues in this year's mayoral race.
With issues that truly affect students who call
Charleston home for approximately eight
months out of the year, It's time for them to get
out and vote.

A reader's guide to the eOit pa
There comes a time when an
explanation of how the newspaper·s editorial page Is run Is necessa ry. We as a staff know how
things work In the newsroom and
how certain decisions are made,
but oftentimes the public has questions that we sometimes feel we
don't have the time to answer.
So, this space is dedicated to
darifying the process the newspaper's edit page goes through, the Cassie
way we make our decisions and an Simpson
explanation of our policies.
What I am writing Is called a column and it goes In this
space at the top of the page.
Columnists may write with great leniency. They c.an
write on whatever subject they want to and say whatever
they want as long as what they say Is not libelous.
Every column Is edited by our edit page editor or
another member of the executive staff. They check for
grammatical errors, spelling errors and libelous or slanderous comments. They also examines the column for
good taste.
The space to the left c:J the column Is called the editorial. How we decide what goes In that space Is not complicated but takes some time. \Ne have an editorial board
made up c:J seven members, the editor in chief, managing editor, news editor, the associate news editor, the
edit page editor, and two other members who are elected by the entire staff. The two staff editors are aJrrently
the Verge and administration editor.
We meet e.tery Sunday to discuss edit ideas for each
day of the upcoming week. We then declde what stance
we want to take on each topic and assign members of
the edit board or staff to write them. We attempt to focus
the editorials on current events relating to the campus,
,city, state or national is.sues that mean something to stu-

dents.
The space below the column is given to the
cartoon. Recently, there have been several q
regarding the cartoon and how the c.artoon·s
decided upon. The cartoon does reflect the
the cartoonist and the cartoonist may draw
or she desires. Howe.ter, the cartoon is subject to
al review, and the cartoonist may be asked to
cartoon if It is found to be offensive. untasteful or
Below the cartoon, we run some of the n
ters to the editor that we receive. Authors span
people offended by a column to people who
time to write In on a rele.tant topic. We often get
letters that make no sense and just make the writer
like an idiot, but we run them an-yway. After all,
could argue that a lot of the columns we run are
same way.
Our policy on letters to the editor Is that they
be no longer than 350 words, and the author's name
phone number should be on the letter so we c.an
that the person actually wrote It. We try to run all
ters we receive because we feel the space gtves a
to the campus community.
This Isn't all the policies we adhere to at The
f.dstem ~ but these are the ones that are d
to the campus and that some people are subject to.
I hope this darlfkatlon helped some people who
Interested In how the newspaper runs. If your
question went unanswered, don't hesitate to glYe
ring in the newsroom.
Nobody e.ter does.

- G3ssie Simpson Is maJldSlng editor and a
columnist IOrThe Dally Eastern News.

Editorial

TODAY'S

''

QuorE

As long as I count the votes,
what are you going to do
about it?
William Marcy Tweed

Your turn •••
Country must
tighten its belt
on new taxes
Dear editor:
Americ.ans are an amazing group
of people. We seem to have this
problem; we want and expect
everything from our politldans. We
want them to solve all the world's
problems as long as It doesn't Inconvenience us In any way.
How many people do you know
loved the idea of sending troops
over to Somalia without hesitation?
Nobody at that point was paying
much attention to the costs. Sending
any portion of the military over to a
foreign country costs quite a bit of

money.
I know what you're saying. You're
saying, "How c.an you be so heartless as to put a price on the lives of
those poor. starving Somalians?*
I'd say It's easy to consider costs
when you have to listen to people
whine about the Increase In taxes.
Now It seems like e.tery Republic.an

in the worfd is sitting back with their
gloating Ml told you so· smirks after
listening to President Clinton's
address, which called for an increase
in taxes shortly after cutting his own

staff.
If George Bush had sent people
out to collect donations for the Gulf
War, I doubt he would have been
able to keep a platoon over there for
six months, let alone the 500,000
soldiers he had sent over there.
It probably would be a different
story If Instead of being covered on
CNN, all our military exploits were
put on Pay Per View at $20 an hour.
Then the warmongers of this country
could watch the "real war" In
quadraphonic Dolby stereo sound
like they wanted.
See, It is real easy to sit back In an
armchair and complain about the
hardships of war as seen on CNN
when somebody else Is footing the
blU. But when our lifestyles are disturbed or inconvenienced, everybody now becomes Interested In
how our money Is being spent.
So here we are in 1993. George
Bush has packed up Ronald Reagan's
favorite board game, Risk, and left
8111 Olnton with a multi-trillion dollar

debt and a horrible credit rating.
Now it's time for Amert
quit complalning about how
cases of beer they miss o
because of the new taxes and
out how to tighten their belts
President Clinton goes a
business of fixing the damage
George and Ron.

Letter pollcy
The Dally Eastern News
ages letters to the editor
any local, state, national or I
tlonaJ Issue.
Letters should be less than
words. For the letter to be
the name c:J the author, in
the author's address and
number, must be induded. If
sary, letters wlU be edited
to length and space at the
of the edit page editor or
chief.
Anonymous letters will not
printed.
If a letter has more than
authors. only the names of the
three will be printed.
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omedic
rtist
rform
New York-based perfore artist will bring her
on campus at 7 p.m.
ay in the Theater
nt's Main Stage.
'th Sloan will comment
pies such as sexuality,
. aging, feminism. and
e. She confronts these
s through the use of
die monologues and a
of characters· personalission is free. and the
onnance is open to the
cters in Tuesday's pernce are "Muriel,'' the
tor of operations and
lligence
for
WOWAC"
Women
loring Women's Occucy of the White House
Committee: and "Be.. Muriel's secretary of
ction affairs.
fter the performance.
will lecture on such top~ oral histories. women in
y, the ethics of pcrforwork. and oral history.
quei.tion and answer scsw11l conclude the evensperformance.
The performance is cored by the Eastern Art
ment, the general eduprogram and the Tarble
Center. The event will be
by Theatre Arts.
Sloan bas perfonnoo ac~~
nation in places such as the
· g Facto!) in New York
and the New Performance
in San Francisco.
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Comic to visit Rathskeller ;";LAWPREP
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer

The "Printz of Comedy" wiJJ be
perfonning for the first time at the
Martm Luther King Jr. University
Union Rachskeller at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday.
East Coast comic Robbie Printz
is known as the "young gun" of
stand-up comedy, according to a
University Board press release.
Traveling the college circuit, Printz
has visited universities such as the
University of Kentucky, Georgia
College, Penn State and Seton
Hall.
"Printz came highly recommended," said Chris Kozlov,
Subway committee coordinator for
UB. "We received many letters of
praise from universities he has performed at in the past."
Admission for the performance

Robbie Primz
is $1 for students with ID and $2
for the geneml public.

Printz fin;t began stand-up comedy while he was in college. Now
22-years- old. Printz uses a fastpaced comedy program that makes
extensive use of anecdotes. These
stories reflect his personal experiences and college Ii fe.
"We are expecting a pretty good
turn-out," Ko~lov said. "He has
bad large audiences at other colleges so we expect the same."
Kozlov said he expects 75-100
people to attend the performance.
Printz won the annual Boston
Comedy Riot in 1990. His resume
also includes appearances at wellknown East Coasl comedy clubs
such as the Comedy Connection.
Catch A Rising Star, Boston
Comedy Club. Periwinkle's and
The Comedy Vault.
Printz also appeared on a special
spring break edition of MTV's
"Half-Hour Comedy Hour."

~ i.w-"'""""""Get the leading edge
before law school.

~~P1.tm~iE
Pl'!OPERTY · CRIMINAL v.w ·RESEARCH
ANO WRITlNG SKIUS- EXAM TAKING
(TECH./PRACTICE)- LEARN TO WAITE A
LEGAL ESSAY . BRIEF CASES USING
TECHNICOLOR METHODS • LEARN TO
ANALYZE THE ISSUES

CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE

800-925-PREP

Panel to consider forum data
Members of the Textbook Rental Review
Committee will examine information gathered during
the Feb. 16 Textbook Rental Forum and plan future
investigations Tuesday at its regular meeting.
The committee wiJJ decide what issues that arose
during the forum are worthy of further study. said
Richard Wandling. committee co-chairman.
"It is an important meeting because. having conducted the forum, we need to take stock of where we are
and where we are going to be." Wandling said.
"We are going to start questioning each other about

what to do nexc." said Kara Restagno, committee cochairwoman.
The committee may decide to contact some of the
speakers from the forum to gather further information,
Restagno said. Committee members held three hours of
hearings last Tuesday to help gauge student and faculty
opinion about the issue.
The comminee will be meeting at 5 p.m in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

- Staff report

Irish nurse killed in Somalia
-

MOGADISHU. Somalia (AP) A smiling Valerie Place showed
world heavyweight boxing champ
Riddick Bowe around a feeding
center on Monday morning. Hours
later. the 23-year-old nurse was

windshield.
Her driver sped on and one of
several other attackers fired into
the side of the car. the bullet pa')sing through a guard's shirt and
piercing her heart. She fell for-

cbtd.;ibe ~lOl.btao;.ambush.

ward.

·~s~ Plat:e. ~Po...\\.etkecH'or;he

' ~

-""J'm hit! l think'•l'rti going lo
Irish relief agency Concern, was in die!," she said. according to cola three-car convoy to Baidoa. in leagues.
the famine-stricken heart of the
She was rushed by a U.S. hclicountry. when a bandit jumped in copter to a Mogadishu hospital
the road and shot out her car 's where she died. said Angus

Finucane, Concern 's chief executive who was in the lead car in the
convoy.
She was the youngest of
Concern 's 36 foreign workers in
Somalia. said Finucane.
.:-.·we prayed With Valerie last
rl'i~hl dur:mg'Nfas{ on ilie r'081;"'"'
Finucane. 60. told a memorial service in a living room packed with
about 50 workers from several
relief groups as well as a handful
of U.S. soldiers.

NITB!
Use Free Stu's

:~s.s cas11·s:s~
to Buy Drinks
Until 9:30
Open 8· I

their 1993-1994 officers.
President ................................................ Tracey Weller
Vice President .................................... Ellen Schovanec
Rush Director ......................................... Heather Held
Fraternity Educator .............................. ... .Jill Slavens
Treasurer ............................................ Kari Dabrowski
Panhellenic Delegate ................................. April Smidl
Administrative Assistant ..................... Jodie Canham
MAP Officer ...................................... Lara McCluskey
Recording Secretary ................................. Kim Weller
Corresponding Secretary ......................... Amy Carter
Activities Chairman ..............................Amie Wintjen
Community Service Chairman ................... Cara Erck
Social Chairman ..................................... Julie Seybert
Marshal .............................................. Alexis Genetsky
Chaplain ................................. .................. Sanna Mack
Chapter Promotions .. ............................. Jen Stuecheli
Scholarship ..................................... Michelle Manning
Alumnae Director ............................... Brenda Broniec
House Managers ............................... Samantha Musiel
....................................... Amy Nevius
...................................... Kara Phillips
Guard ..................................................... Meredith Day
Activities Fund Chairman ................ Michelle Kunkle
Quarterly Correspondent ...................... Bridget Solon
Iotramurals ........................................ Shannon Willen

COMEDIAN

ROBBIE PRINTZ
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1993
8 pm UNION RATHSKELLER
$1 00 STUDENT w/ID
$200 GEN. PUBLIC

•
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New test
schedule
will be
examined
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Administration editor

The Faculty Senale will be
considering a measure that
would eliminate Salurday
exams during its regular meeting at 2 p.m. Tuesday in the
BOG room in Booth Library.
Currently. Saturday exams
are meant to provide teachers
an extra day to grade exams,
said Ed Marlow. Faculty
Senate chairman. The senate
will consider a measure that
would allow teachers submit
grades on optical scan sheets,
so teachers will not need the
extra day.
Currently, teachers turn in
written grades that must be
entered into a computer, he
said.
Eastern is forming a committee to plan the academic
calendar for 1994-1995, so
Marlow would like to see the
change made. Eastern has had
Saturday exams for about
three or four years, Marlow
said.
Teachers and students have
registered mixed opinions
about the possible change, he
said.
"Some students have said
that they like Saturday
exams," Marlow said.
In addition, the senate will
be.11pdated ~lltJOO~
faqiolt y. deot.iflnsr..Madonw.
said.
The elections are scheduled
for March 10 and 11, Marlow
said.

BSU essay winner
to be announced
By CHRISTINE STARR
Staff writer

The Black Student Union will
announce the winner of lhe
Parents Appreciation essay contest
at its regular meeting Tuesday at 6
p.m. in Charleston/Mattoon room
of lhe Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The theme for the essay was
"Parents, a Celebration of Life
and Love." The winner of the
essay contest will receive three
tickets to the Parents Appreciation
luncheon and will recite their
essay at the luncheon.
The luncheon will be held
Saturday from 2-4 p.m. in the
Union's University Ballroom.
BSU Vice President Elecia
Dexter said tickets for the Miss
Black EIU Pageant are on sale
until Friday at the Union Ticket
Office. Tickets are $6 in advance
and $8 at the door.
The pageant will be held 7-9

p.m. Saturday in the Grand Ball-

room.
The Miss Black EIU Pageant
contestants are Angela Harston. a
sophomore; Kimberly Carter. a
freshman; Patrice Jones, a junior;
Shahari Moore. a sophmore; and
Nilwona Nowlin, a freshman.
Dexter said she hopes the
pageant will be a success and a
learning experience.
"J hope (everyone) will learn a
sense of appreciation for AfricanAmerican women and their heritage,.. she said.
Dexter said the new BSU newsletter will be available at the
pageant and the Parents Appreciation luncheon.
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
will announce its scholarship
recipient.at the pageant. Alpha
Kappa Alpha will give $200 to the
Minority Admissions Program
student with the highest grade
point average.

348

1626
LARGE PIZZA WITH ONE FR
TOPPING OR 32QZ PEPSI
TUESDAY SPECIAL ONLY

Are you eating
enough chicken?

UB to request funds
for travel expenses
ByEAN ESKRA
Staff writer

The University Board will ask
for $9,476 in travel and conference
funds Tuesday during the 1993-94
budget presentations at the
Apportionment Board's regular

meeting.
The AB will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
~
"I think this· wh(de escapade ~f
trips is getting out of hand," said
AB Chairman Ron Carmona.
"These (UB) trips earn no kind of
income. They are paid for solely by

student fees."
The general costs committee of
the UB plans to send 12 delegates
and three staff members to a
regional conference next fall in
Peoria at a cost of $1,807. This cost
includes hotel and conference costs
for all participants.
The committee also wanls to
send six delegates and three staff
members at a cost of $5,419 to a
1994 national conference in Boston
'neict Febroaty. Tu.at figure inctu6es
airfare, hotel costs, and conference
fees.
The UB will also request
$19,165 for general costs.

RESERVE

If you're looking for some great chicken, try us.
We feature homemade chicken salad, grilled breast
sandwiches and dinners, chicken strip sandwiches and
So stop in and see us. The moo you try us,
the moo you'll like us.
H

.,. . iMaii

409 7th Street, Charleston· 345-74

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

Fitness Center: A Total Health Experience

Get Your Spring Break
Tans Early!

This Week's Special:
Fish Sandwich & Lg. Fry - $1. ~
or

Try One of Our 4 Super Value Meals:
#l Big Q, Lg. Fry, Med Drink - $2.~
#2 1/4 lb. Cheeseburger, Lg. Fry,
Med. Drink - $2.~
#3 Bacon Cheeseburger, Lg. Fry,
Med. Drink - $2.12
#4 Chicken Sandwich, Lg. Fry,
Med Drink - $2.12
Frosty Shakes - .89¢
''You Are Always Welcome at Mcllugh's·

i

Ir you didn't sign up for ROTC as a fresh-

man or sophomore you can still catch
up to your classmat~s by attending
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
"
paid six-week summer course in
leadership training.

By the time you have graduate~ from
college, you ll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
' !he self-confidence an~ discipline
lt takes to succeed in college
and beyond.

lxcw:

ABMYROTC
TIE SMIBTISl'MllmE

COIJBSE10U CD'IUE.
CWford A. Meumua. Captain, U.S. Army

EutemDUnota UDlftnltir. f217l·"_l·"f'4~ _(::9.J)~
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<'Blood Drive

~<' "~ *Grandballroom
,,~~"<'e~ M on .
1-7 pm

\-:

ln deciding to creace the first
international war crimes rribunals
since World War II, the council
deepened the United Nations'
involvement in protecting human
rights. The council is gradually
overcoming the Cold War view of
some nations that human rights are
a country's internal affairs.
The United Nations' new human
rights focus can also been seen in
the use of peacekeeping troops to
ensure delivery of food and medicine in Bosnia-Herz.egovina, and in
the U.S.-led and U.N.-endorsed
humanitarian emergency mission to
aid the starving in Somalia
Despite the political significance,
doubts emerged about whether the
15-nation council's unanimous vote
for a war crimes court would deter
further atrocities in Yugoslavia and
its fonner republics.
"We should not kid ourselves
that war criminals are going to be
deterred by just the establishment

of a tribunal," said Muhamed
Sacirbey, Bosnia's ambassador.
The establishmenr of the court
and its rules for operation are still
months away. Still, France's
ambassador, Jean-Bernard Merimee, said war criminals are now on
notice "they will be held responsible for their acts."
The resolution also gives a boost
to international mediators Cyrus
Vance and Lord Owen, who have
been pressing for creation of the
court for months and may be able
to use it to pressure the warring parties in peace talks resuming this
week at U.N. headquarters,
Serbs, Croats and Muslims all
have been accused of crimes in the
war that began as Yugoslavia disintegrated in 1991. U.N. investigators
blame Serbs for the worst atrocities,
from creation of Nazi-like concentration camps to forced deportation
of Muslims and systematic rape of
Muslim women.

Christopher's visit
milestone for Beirut
BEI RUT, Lebanon (AP) Secretary of State Warren Christopher's brief foray into Beirut on
Monday was a milestone in Lebanon's quest- to shed the image of
terrorism and· anarchy that marke<l
its 15-year civil war.
Nevertheless, a muscular phalanx of guards accompanied Christopher's visit. About the time of his
arrival in the capital, an artillery
exchange in south Lebanon between Israel's militia allies and prolranian guerrillas killed one U.N.
peacekeeper and wounded another.
Christopher's visit was restricted
to the walled, heavily guarded
Defense Ministry compound on a
hill overlooking Beirut in the southeastern suburb of Yarze.
Christopher's party arrived in
three helicopters from Larnaca,
Cyprus. Reporters and photographers were kept half a mile away
from the helipad as Christopher
emerged.
He immediately climbed into
into Ambassador Ryan Crocker's
machine gun-equipped. bulletproof
Chevrolet Blazer, which whisked

a·ii
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Panther's

roNIGHT!

s o<=
PROCRASTINATION

1ve all been plagued by pro. ation at one time or anothCome and learn some effectactics to get yourself mov-

Ms. Claudia Lane,
The Counseling Center

Wednesday, February 24,
7:00 p.m.
gham Room.University Union
red by the Eru Counseling Center
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him 700 yards to the ministry's
conference hall.
Hundreds of Lebanese troops toting assault rifles and shoulder-fired,
armor-piercing roekets guarded all
roads leading ro the compound.
Sharpshooters manned rooftops.
Dozens of tow trucks hastily
removed all cars within a threemile radius of the ministry. Soldiers
who normally park inside the
premises were asked to drive their
cars away.
A senior army officer, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said the
fact that the Lebanese army was
entrusted with Christopher's security showed the government was
regaining control over the country.
Foreign Minister Faris Bweiz
called the visit "testimony that
Lebanon's stability and its recovery
from the civil war are a must for
security for the region."
Officials had hoped Christopher
would land at Beirut airport, a symbolic move toward easing the ban
imposed on U.S. travel to Lebanon
since a TWA jetliner was hijacked
to Beirut in 1985.

Tues.
We d .

*Basement of Lawson Hall
Thurs.
2-8 pm
Fri.
11 -3 pm
Sponsored by:
• E.C.l.l.A.
•American Red Cross
• Chancellor Inn
• Fat Albert's

3-PIECE
DINNER

$225
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits
2-pc. chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

2-PIECE

LUNCH

Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Q Ribs
•Livers & Gizzards
• F ish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

JOIN US 7 DAYS
A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST
Compl ete Menu 5-11 a.m.

We have catering for all occasions. Gift certificates
are available 345 - 6424

. -~~ q·+

~~-

11 -5 pm
11 -5 pm

1305 Lincoln
Avenue
Charleston,

Illinois
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EXECUTIVE BOARD
PRESI DENT... ..AMY MILLER

RUSH ELECT ..... GIOVANNA POMATTO

VICE PRESIDENT .....DEBBIE HINDMAN

ASST. RUSH ..... LORI SLOAN

SECRETARY. .... STACEY HAMM

CABINET DIRECTOR ..... STACY BROWN

TREASURER ..... KARRIE CAPRIO

HOUSING ..... MISSY GLOMB

PLEDGE EDUCATOR. .... MELISA HATCH

ASST. TREASURER .....AMY PATTON

ARSUSSTH.. p
...L.REODGBYE.N...

SOCIAL. .... HEATHER MORRISSEY
PANHELLENIC DELEGATE .....HEATHER SLOAN

M.TCINNAATL~YBOR
,_

CONGRATULATIONS
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CAMPUS CLIPS
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~vtRnSING
POLICY

Fast and reasonable typing,
translation and FAX service. Call
Lynda, 581-2829
318

The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
moie than one day's incor·
rect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear In
the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deAdllne to appear In the
next day·s publication. Any
ads processed AFTl.R 2 p.m.
will be published In the following day·s newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
ArnR the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be bllled.
All Advertising submitted
to The Dally f.<lstem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised. reJected, or canceled at any dme.

The Dally Eastern News
assumes no liability If for any
reason It becomes necessaiy
to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
Sf.It.VICES Om.no
lRAVll

Florida SPRING BREAK. 7 nights
Beachfront $139-159. RESERVE
rooms NOW. Call CM! H!()()..423-

5264.

- - - - - _ _ _ _.2126
SPRINGBREAKERSI
Last
chance to get the best accommoda tions and prices availablePanama City and Daytona Beach.
Call Mike or Ed at 348-7541.

-=---,.-------~2126

Panama City ·93 Location is the
key and I have ill Free beer and
pool parties. From $119 per person. Jeff 581-5919.
_ _ _ _ca2123.24,25,3/8-12

HnrWANHD
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS: In
the Rockies near Vail, ANDER·
SON CAMPS seeking caring,
enthusiastic, dedicated, patient
individuals who enjoy working
with children in an outdoor setting.
Counselors,
Cooks,
Wranglers, Riding Instructors and
Nurses. Interviews on February
25th. Sign up, get application at
Career Planning & Placement
from Shirley Stewart. Questions?
Call us at 303/524-nss.

,..,--.,...,.-,.---.,---..,....--.,--2123

TIW.NING/ScHOOLS

HllP WANTED

eoe.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2126

WANTED

llu>E.s/RIDEllS
ROOMMATlS

Suau.ssoa.s
Foa RtNr
foa SAU
LOST &.. FOUND
ANNOUNCfMEH1S...

o!~;
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_ _ _ _ _2126

SUMMER SUBLESSORS: 1-2
Females, close to campus, 2
Bedrooms, AJC, Furnished. Rent
negotiable. 348-7617.

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1 ,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat,
sorority, team, club, etc.
pitches 1n just one hour
and your group can raise
$1,000 in just a few daysl

I

~o cost • No obligation..,
'
N!00-932-0528, Ext: 65 '

1 Greenland's

colonizer

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ad to read:

5 Of a rank below

prince
10Famed
Surrealist
Type of skirt
15 Aftersong
11 Spirit
11 Cake finisher
11 Water wheel
1t Abel's big
brother
20 Song from "My
Fair Lady"
23 Einstein's
birthplace
24 Male turkey
25 Trunks
28 Ian's headgear
31 Inconsequential
person

1•

...,.

35Sim1an
t1 C1v1I
disturbance
341 Humorist Gelett
12 Black and
lustrous
39 Self
13 Hiii near Dublin
40GeneKelly
14 Old woman, rn
movie
Bonn
•sGenu
H
Pax, to Plato
. . Cubic meter
u Pronoun for the ee Cousin of etc.
17 French·Belg1an
lie de France
river
•Canonized
. . Eliot's "cruellest
founder of the
month"
Sisters of
19 Valley
Charity
. . Lamb's dam
49 Alter recesses
so Extinct bird
s2 Grand ---,
Evangeline's
home
13 "The Wizard of
Oz" song

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ _ __

Payment:
OCash

:l Credit

OCheck

THE COUNSELING CENTER Wiii have a woO<shop on w
p.m. in the Effingham room in the University Union. "Procri!Stinalm
sented by Ms. Claudia Lane • We've all been plagued by p
at one time or another Come and learn some effective tactics to
self moving.
TAYLOR HALL BLACK History Committee will have a dramatic
taboo Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Taytor Hall lobby. Please come
port us.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST win have Prime Time 1i
6:30-7:30 p.m. in 201 Life Science. Everyone welcome and bring a
RED CROSS WILL have a Blood Drive Tuesday from 11 a.m.-6
the Grand Ballroom in the Union.
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY will have Ash Wednesday
February 24 at 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. in the Shelbyville room in the
Mass with lmposillon of Ashes.
SIGMA NU WILL have lnlonnal Rush at the Sigma Nu House In
Court at 6 p.m. Meet the Men of Sigma Nu at our movie night.
why Sigma Nu 1s more than just a fratem1ty.
BACCHUS WILL HAVE a meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
Williams room located on lower level of the Union by west entranCI
housing office. New members welcome!
PRSSA WILL HAVE a meeting Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the
room on the third ftoor of the Union. Please remember that
paid by Thursday morning at either the Dogs Days stand 111
Wednesday or in Matt Krell's mailbox in Thomas HaU 259. AR
welcome to attend! Also start thinking about nominations for lllld
executive board!
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB WILL have a meeting Tuesday at 8
Psychology Lounge It will be a general meeting. All new rnembllS
come!
EIU CYCLING MEETING will be Tuesday at 8 p.m. on the U
floor Everyone please attend. I have four I-shirts left. Arf'i
Sean 581-3596.
EJU DANCERS WILi.; meet !Or "Tears· Tuesday and Wednesday II
p.m. in the Union Grand Ballroom. Times for other rehearsal on
are: "Shaman" at 2 p.m., "Exploited" at 6 p.m.• ahd full comparf'i
at7p.m.
AIRBAND GREEK WEEK Committee will have a meellng 1i
6:30 p.m. In the Shelbyville Room • In the Union. Remember IO
names o' songs ready and entry fee.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Reconciliation Tuesday
9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass at 4 and 5:30
Tuesday at Buzzard Auditonum (with distribution of ashes.)
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Bible Study Tuesday al&
at the Newman Center. Video and light supper.
SHEA FAMILY SERVJEDUC. meeting will be Tuesday at 5 p.m. In
Kiehm Hall. There will be a speaker from CArN.
OASIS WILL HAVE a meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m. sharp in Ch
Mattoon room in Union during first few minutes of Black Studenl
meeting. Reminder of OASIS meting at McDonalds Union.
Please Note: Campus Chps are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
NON-PROFIT 9119nt. te. bake sales or raffles. All Clips shouk:t be
to The Daily Esstsm News office by NOON one business day
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday 1s the
for Frlda}'. Sllturdiy or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadl
NOT b4t pobllshed. No cltps'wlll be taken by phone. Any Chp that is
or conlalns conflicting informatJon will not be publishocl.

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!

ACROSS

Name: ____________________

D

Microwave oven rental S25 for
Spring Semester plus $1 O
deposit. 820 Lincoln Street. 348-

Summer Sublessor needed 1
Bedroom - furnished, central
A.C.. Free trash & parking, across
from the Union on 7th. 348-5406.

Classified Ad Form
Yes

SUBLWOis

v

Eastern News

D

Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917
Fourth
St. 345-2231
___________
.sn

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT:
Make money teaching basie conversallonal English abroad. Japan
and Taiwan Make $2,000-$4,000+
per month. Many provide room &
board + other benefits! No previous
training or teaching certificate
required. For International
Employment program, call the
International Employment Group:
(206) 632-1146 ext J5738.

MEDICAL BILLING. Do electronic
medical insurance claims processing from home or office
PART TIME or FULL TIME company training, initial capital
required $6998.00 plus PC.
Advertised In Time, Newsweek,
Sports Illustrated, Nations
Business, Financial World,
Kipplinger, Money, Fortune, US
News. For more information by
mall call (803) 720·7~~q (~A, I
hoursj
7_
days
week.
- • I
___
_!l
_
_ _ _ •_·.2123

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students

Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 93-94 school year.
Two people per bedroom. 10 1/2
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148.
Evenings.
__________.sn

Now. 1 female wanted to share
large house. $150/month. 1520
9th St. 348-5169

Now hiring for developmental
trainers, nurses aides and CNA's.
Apply at 738 18th St. Charleston

AoomON

2000 Yr. old. SELF-DEFENSE &
HEALING. PRIVATE CLASSES
Only. 2 Limited to a class. 348·
0620.
-- 311
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY STRESS
RELIEF RELAXATION $6.00 1/2
hour
348-0620.
_ _By
_Appl.
_ _Only.
__
_ _ _ .3/1

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the nght to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

DOWN

1 Issue
2 Affluent
3 Arrow poison
• Fleecy cloud
s Jeans fabric
I Atop
7 Co·Nobehst in
Medicine: 1947
a Tennis term
t Slightest
10 Leave quickly
11Jai - 12 Homophone for
lane
~::61..M.::u 12 Hostel
~.:.+ii~ 21 Defense at
court
22 Oater group
2sChores
HDeem
27 Catch rn a seine
again
a Stale
2t Vice President
before Ford

30 In Britain, 39.37
i nches
32 Former Spanish
corns

33Spry
34 M usical sounds
uus: Ger

38 Haggard novel

s1 Parts of hearts

a.Always

52 Talk-show
group

S7 Actor Santoni

u

nDoctoral
examination

Rembrandt's
medium

st Lessen

MSuffrage

IO Berhn eyesoit,

nDwell
persistently (on)

11 Narrow beam

once

41 Euclid was one
42 Was contrite
47 Hide - - hair

•• J ackie's second
husband

TUESDAY
P.M.
WCIA-3
WTW0-2
News
6:00 Inside Edition
Entmt. Tonight
6:30 Murphy 8rown
Rescue 911
7:00 Quantum Leap
7:30 COunuy Music Hits
8:00
MQoi;e· MgefnerC
Oar. The John
8 :30
9 :00 Dateline NBC
Llst Stoiy
9:30
10:00 News
Newi
M'A'S'H
10:30 Tonight

WAN0.7 17

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-10 9

WILL-12 12

LIFE·13

WEIU-29 51

Spof1sCen~

Ouantum Leap

MacNeil, Lehrer

College Baskelball

Oesigr1ng Women
Jeflersons

Unsolved
Mystenes

Fox-8 55
Night Court
Cheers

DISC-9

News
Mamed .•

Rattler
Setpenfs Secrets

Reading Rainbow
CkJbConnect

Fult House
Mr Cooper

Indiana at
OhioSt.

Murder,

Bullseye
NBA Basketball

Nova

LA. Law

Classof '96

TemiX
Strdf98 Powers

Little House

R06eanne

Alabama at
l.WsianaSL

8oung

Heaingard
the M.nd

l.loYie.

KeyW8SI

lnvenlJOn
Machnes

Bonanu

Star Trek The
Next Generebon

Nature ol
Things

News
Panther Country

CheeB

Terra X
Strange POWGIS

Mr. & Mrs. North
Movie. Gun Moll

Jackie Thomas

SheWrolA

Maplly~

Civil Wars

Amencas

News
love Connection

MacGyver

$poltsCentel

News

Being Selved?

Kojak

MoYle

Thirlysomelhng

Studs

Movie:
'"Acbon2

LIES

LASSIFIED ADVERTISING
.____FOR_RENT
_ ___._.l

I ANNouNaMoos I f

Nice one bedroom apartments
near campus. Range, Refrig .•
drapes provided. No pets.
$300/mo.
after
p.m.
_ _ _345-4220
___
_5_
2126

SIGMA NU • Not just a fratem1ty
but a way of Me. For lnfonnatlon
on rushing call 581 ·6898 or stop
by
Greek
Court.
_our
_house
_ _in_
__
_2124

5 bedroom and 3 bedroom apt.
tor rent. Contact (217) 234-4831

Hot, Sexy, Wild! Last chance to
get the best deals on campus for
Daytona Beach Panama City. For
more information call Mike or Ed
at 348-7541.

-------~2126

1427 9th St. 5 bedroom apt
$900/mo (180/mo each). 2 bedroom apt. \4320/mo ($160/mo
each). Nice yard. off st. prking,
clean. 345-4853

--

2126

93·94 SCHOOL YEAR, ALSO
SUMMER 93. 1, 2, 3, AND 4
BEDROOM
APART MENTS.
ALSO HOUSES AVAILABLE.
CALL B AND K RENTALS AT
345-6621 (LEAVE MESSAGE IF
NO ANSWER OR CALL 348·

8349)

2126
HOTI HOTI HOT! Body Builders,
check us for posing suits. All
venus bikinis. $29.00. 12 tans,
$34.00 Jamaican Tan 348-0018,
410 7th St., M·F, 10.9. Sat. 10.5.

------ -

•

2126

Greeks don't forget to get
pledges for Big Brother/Big Sister.
Let's Bowl, Bowl, Bowl

TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Stereo: receiver, turntable, speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade for?
345-4426

--------~517

Man's silver/gold wedding ring$150. Man's silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full length fur coat-$100. Trade
for? 345-4426

~-------~517

_ _ _ _ _ _ _312
for fall: Clean, excel·on. Off-street parking.
7286, M·F, 8:30 • 5:00,
12.

_ _ _ _ _ _ 2126

ments. house behind
Pizza, and 3 bedroom
2 blocks from campus.
in May 345-3059 or

~------313

ouse. Near campus.
parking. Call after 5
70.

~-----,-2123
!of 1st time. New 1.2,&
furnished apartments.
Also 5 bedroom housfor appointment. 345·

.....__ _ _ _ _2123
campus, houses and
ts. 3·7 bedrooms. 10
. Call Linda Nugent &
345-2151.

STEROID ALTERNATIVESCYBERGENICS, ICOPRO, HOT
STUFF, TWIN LABS, WEIDER,
UNIVERSAL. DIET AIDS, STIM·
ULANTS. FREE CATALOG
PHYSICAL ATTRACTIONS. 1 •
800-397-4777.
_ _ _ _ _ __,3129
King size watert>ed with six draw·
ers: includes 2 sheet sets, and
waterhose. Good condition.
$200/0BO 348-7897.

I Lost &. fOuND. I
Camera found in Stevenson
South Parking Lot on 2/13/93.
Call Julie 581-5551

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123

Violin in Music Building on
2110/93. Pick up in Music office.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2123

FOUND: In Buzzard, earmuffs
and gloves Call 581-5956 to iden·

SIG KAPS: Don't forget to give
blood today.

.,.------------2123

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2123

~-~~----2123
Sig Kaps • Grab those Jammies
this Wed. See ya therel The Sig
Eps

Two tickets • Ski Paoli Peaks,
includes Lift ticket, Rental Equip.,
and one hr. lesson. Not vafid until
Dec. 24, 1993. Price negotiable.
Call 345-3915 ask for Jeff.

Kevin Dwyer, Good luck on your
Interview! SIG EPS are very
proud of your brother! TRUMAN
is
_YOURS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _2123

-------~2123

Congratulations DANIKA KEM·
MIS on getting lavaliered to
STEVE PRICE of Pi Kappa
Alpha I'm so happy for my parents. Sig Kap love your daugh1er,
Julie

~-------2126

CONGRATULATIONS Tricia
Hansen of AST and Steve of
Delta Sigma Phi on getting lavaliered. Love Avocado and Kelly.
P.S. What does H.W. stand for?
2/13
Puttin' On The Ritz blood ·drive
TODAY! Grand Ballroom in
Union. 11·5 p.m. 2 Chances for 2
Limo ride & Dinner or Dinner
Theater.

-----~--2124

ASA PLEDGES! You guys are
great! Keep up the good work!
Your active sisters love you.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2123

Greeks Don't forget to give blood
today in the University Ballroom
from 11·5.
D

n

n

•

e

,2/23

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
HOMECOMING 1993 COMMIT·
TEE APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITY
CENTER. RM. 201 UNIVERSITY
UNION. DEADLINE: FEBRUARY

26.
--------~2126

HEY MICHAEL, DON'T GIVE UP

~-------2123

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123

Mary Kay can help with personalized glamour selection. Call
Angela, Independent Mary Kay
Beauty Consultant, 581-3893.

2126

and

Hobbes
\\ \CS HOT.'
O<l'\T Bt.
01SG\lSTING !

d

BE.l\~£.

111£.

I

'iC)l,l SM~\\
'NC)\)\.~ ~£

~~1'~'<
WR\~G

TOt>#\'fS
it.ST.

i\\£ \-100 \':>
~~ CRt>.C\.£.
l'U. t'\JT 1100

~~ \>ts~ M~t>

Ii 'tl\ll \Ell.
M'C. ~1'5~£R5.

$32

Amount Paid $ _

$32

$60

Cash _ Check _

Make checks payable to:

Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building

Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

City: _ _ _ _ State: _ Zip: _ _
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

NOW
and

by Bill Watterson
F\~£. ~'t

$16

The Daily
Eastern News

MASllRCARD

vin

Summer_Fall _ Spring_ Full Year _ _

Name:
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2123

_ _ __,__ _ _ _ 2123

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:

Kellie Cutler • Thank$ IOI being
an awesome Dream Girl! Love,
The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha.

Rachelle Albin: I'm looking forward to Thursday night. Keep up
the good wortd Tau Love, Mom.

between 3-9 p.m.

Date: ___ New: __ Renew:

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2125

..___ _ _ _ _ 2126

Phone: ___ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123

Lost & Found ads are run three
days fas a service to our customers.

_ _ _ _ _ _ 2124

2125

City: _ _ _ _ State: _ Zip: _ _

Congratulations Cassie Simpson
on being chosen Sweetheart of
Kappa Delta Rho. Your PHI SIG
sisters
are very excited for you.
____________
.2123

UTIES PAID 2 bedroom

1994 near square 345·

. -

Name:
Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _315

2-3 girts. Nice apts. Close
Call CAMPUS RENTALS

5 bedroom house for

Subscription Form

Beth Ford • Congratulations on
your new position of Justice for
the Greek Standards Board. Phi
Sig Love. Your Sisters.

accepts
VISA

Lost men's gold wedding ring
with single cz. If found please call
581-2930.

o!~; Eastern News

--~-----2123

EAT. EAT, EAT Joey's Often
Hungry? EAT AT JOEY'S.
JOEY'S DELIVERS! Mon.• Tues.,
Wed. 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m., 4:00
p.m.·11 :00 p.m. Thurs., Fri., Sat
delivers until 2:00 a.m. Open all
day on weekends. "Dogs to your
door and much, much more.•
(Bark, B&rk) JOEY'S 345·2466

FOUND: Emily Smith's wallet at
Panther's Lounge. Collect after 8
p.m.

.....__ _ _ _ _ 2124

_ _ _ _ _ __,2125

THE DAILY f.A.5rrRN NE'M

------~~~2123

THE MEN OF DELTA SIGMA
PHI: SAILOR'S BALL WAS A
BLAST! l'M SO PROUD TO BE
YOUR NEW SWEETHEART!
THANKS! LOVE, GIOVANNA
..,..,.---,----.,.....,.--2123
Lisa, K.J. and Mel, Thanks so
much for an awesome birthday!
Love, Jee

Hey Hockey Fansl Come see the
EIU Hockey Club vs. U of I In
Champaign. Tuesday 2/23 at
10:00 p.m.-192

ALL STUDENTS: HOMECOM·
ING 1993 COMMITTEE APPLI·
CATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE
STUDENT ACTIVITY CENTER,
RM. 201, UNIVERSITY UNION.
DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 26.

FEB. 23, 1g;>3

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123

MISHA KUHN: You are a great
AST pledge! Keep up the GREAT
work! Your Mom is watching you!
TAU LOVE

YET • THE WEEK IS ALMOST
OVER AND THIS WEEKEND I
PROMISE TO MAKE YOUR LIFE
A LITTLE BIT MORE RELAXING
JUST THINK, WE ARE ACTUAL·
LY GOING TO GO OUT TO THE
BARS FINAU.YI I LOVE YOU AND
REMEMBER l'LL BE BEHIND
YOU THROUGHOUT THE WEEK,
JUST ASK FOR HELP

tify.

I

Congratulations to Fidel Rios for
Brother of the Week. Your KOR
brothers are proud of you.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2123

Scooter and motorcycle battenes
$7.95 and up. FREE TESTS.
1519 Madison 345-8658 (VOLT)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _caTR-517

ANNouNaMoos

9

DAY

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
"The 1 for $1 Is available to any non-commercial Individual who wishes to
sell an Items or Items (max. of 3 Items). All Items must be priced

Name:~---------------Address: ________.Phone: - - - - -- -

THANKS.
I60TA
ca6/6N•

Mlfl(T'/tft.
~MAN.

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per tine)

\

Under C1asaiflcatlon of:
Expiration code (otlice use only)

No. WOids/days

P8f'IOO ll008l*'O ad - - Compositor_ __

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Tuesday, February 23, t 993
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Baseball season starts soon
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer

Like many other people,
Eastern baseball coach Dan
Callahan is still trying to get
things in order following last
week's snowstorm.
But unlike many of those other
people, Callahan can not fully do
his job until the snow melts from
the ground. And the clock is ticking as the Panthers are scheduled
to begin their 1993 season in
seven days - at home.
What has made getting ready
for this season even tougher on
the fourth-year Panther skipper is
that he has had to deal with most
of the preparation on his own.
Gone from Callahan's staff
from last year are assistants Joe
Thompson and Doug Furlow. So
for the fall season. which is a
prime recruiting time for baseball
coaches. Callahan was on his
own.
"Last fall was hectic," said
Callahan, who has guided the
Panthers to back-to-back regular
season division titles in the MidContinent Conference. "I think
what was most hectic was trying
to take care of administrative
chores. (Coaches) have been
more inundated with paper work
the last couple years, which has
been thrown our way by the

Dan Callahan
NCAA. Trying to get recruiting
letters out and arranging (campus) visits is what made it a little
bit tougher."
Callahan didn't let the workload get him down though. With
the arrival of the spring semester
he has two of his former players.
Steve Torricelli, a Callahan assistant last year, and Brad Goodley,
around to help give him a hand.
"There are a lot of guys that
would love to have my job. so the
extra hours never really bothered
me that much," Callahan said. "II
sure is nice to have Toro and
Goody around."

Torricelli played for Callahan
in high school and will be assisting the Panthers for the third year
in a row. Goodley was a regular
behind the plate for the Panthers
for the past two years and is in his
first year of assisting Callahan.
.. H av ing Toro and Goody
mound this spring has definitely
been a luxury," Callahan said.
With a younger team, Callahan
. .y have been in trouble this past
fall as his players prepared for the
lpring season. But there are only
six players on the Panthers· 31man roster that are underclassmen.
"The coaching part isn't a
problem." Callahan said. "We
have a good group of kids as far
as the fact that they know what
they need to do when I'm not
around."
Callahan may not have to
worry about being short-handed if
he is lucky enough to land a graduate assistant.
"It is in the formative stages
right now, but there is an outside
chance that we can get someone
for a graduate assistantship,"
Callahan said. "That would be
the closest I would have to a fulltime assistant."
Eastern opens its season at 2
p.m. on March 2. when Indiana
comes to Monier Field for a single game.

The Dally Eastern

The Men of

lambda Chi Alph
Are Proud To Present Their

1993 Crescent Girl,

Sandi
Schananberger

Dunston hoping for complete
recovery from back surgery
MESA, Ariz. (AP) - Chicago
Cubs shortstop Shawon Dunston
isn't sure if back pain will keep
him on the benc.h on openin~
day.
"I can't tell you if I'm ready
to go. I'm not going to lie to
myself any more. I'm not going
to lie to the Cubs any more,"
Dunston said Sunday. "You
have to tell the truth This is not
an ordinary injury."
Dunston had surge!) last May
to shave off a herniated disc. He
says that he has good and bad
days, but the bad ones are at
least as frequent as the good
ones.
And the bad ones are really
bad.
"Today is a good day.
Tomorrow, who knows how bad
the pain will be?" Dunston said.

"It's something I wake up wilh
every day. Anybody who's ever
had back surgery can tell you
that."
Dunston said the pain may
keep him out of the lineup on
opening day.
"It hurts to run. I don't know
if I'll be ready to start the season. I'm telling myself I am. I'll
be disappointed if I don't stare,"
Dunston said. "I have to exercise for an hour just to get loose

Tuesday
Special

every morning. It's frustrating."
Dunston, who can't sit in a
car or a plane for more than 30
minutes at a time, say he
doesn't want to play unless he
can go at it with the same abandon he did in the past.
"I have to play like that; diving for balls and running the
bases like that," he said. "If
they tell me I can't, that'll be
tough. If I can't play all out. I
don't want to play. That's the
only thing that scares me.
"I just want to come back and
be the player I can be. I want to
play every inning and every
groundball and run hard like I
did before. Now I'm starting to
feel it because of how I used to
play.
"That's my only regret. I'm
paying for it."

From the West Side of Chlugo
$1 Cover, 25< Beers

IMMY OHN'S®

Small 1 Topping Pizza $299 + Tax
Medium 1 Topping Pizza $399 + Tax
Large 1 Topping Pizza $499 + Tax
"Gourmet Pizzas For Any Budget"

Fast
Free
Delivery
348-5454

15 Minute
Carry Out
215 Lincoln

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S
@ COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC.
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rnandez
• From page 12
venical jump.
andez, the dunk was the
collegiate career.
to get a break away in
and I haven't had a fast
all season (until now),"
said.
ed to have struggled in
half only scoring four

Tuesday at
points.
"Johnny made some big plays,
nothing I designed," said Eastern
coach Rick Samuels. "At halftime I
told the guards if you can't get in to
some offense, then you have to
make things happen. And obviously at the end of the game, Johnny
made some things happen."
Hernandez's presence was felt

especially in the final three minutes. He scored nine of his 12-second half points in that time frame.
Hernandez, though, was quick to
point out that he didn't deserve all
of the credit
"I have to say that Derrick
Landrus played a great game," he
said. "He hit a lot of 3-pointers that
kept us in the game."

~arty's
Bacon cheeseburger w/fries $199
$1 Bottles (MGD & MGD Light)
others-$125

Tonite: free hot spicy BBQ's

•From page 12
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Obadiah Cooper runs during practice Monday in Lantz Fieldhouse.
Cooper is a provisional national qualifier in two events.
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day came at the dismay of
J6nes. who finished an almost
undetectable .0 l back in second
place.
" I could have gone faster
there if he hadn't bumped me so
many times down the straight,"
Cooper added.
Cooper's chances of qualification right now look good. but

every hundredth of a second
helps. The Panthers have one
more regular season meet this
weekend at Indiana.
If he doesn't hit automatic
there. he will compete in a lastchance meet in an effort to
improve his time.
For Cooper, the national
meet looms like a big question
mark in the future. and is set to
begin on March 12.

SEAR.CH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwashers
·Microwaves
·Balconies

St. James Place
(l 905) S. 12th St.)

• I & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
·Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

ENTIRE STOCK 30% off
(unless otherwise markeCI)
Nike & Rebook - ClothinR - Umbra
Shorls - Baseball Sffirts T-Shi11s - jackets Gym Shorts by
Dodger & Russell & Don Allen

30%
off

By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer
Eastern coach Rick Samuels
didn't want to run up and down
the court with Wright State
Monday night at Lantz Gym.
The Panthers didn't follow
his directions though. And it
worked.
Eastern pushed the tempo
against Wright State, which
lives by its transition game, and
beat the Raiders with their own
game. The Panthers pushed
tempo at the right times in the
game and pulled off an 87-80
upset victory.
"We didn't do what coach
wanted us to do," said freshman
point guard Johnny Hernandez.
"We went on our instincts at the
end (of the game)."
Samuels said, "We won't outrun Wright State for an entire
40-minute game. We took
advantage of the situations that
they gave us."
The Panthers boosted their
record to S-8 in the MidContinent Conference and 8-1 S
overall with their secqnd
straight win. Wright State fell to
9-6 and 16-9.
Hernandez created his own
shots at the end of the game,
pushing the ball up the floor and
converting some big baskets.
With the Panthers holding a
two-point lead with 17 second
left in the game, Hernandez
broke free from the pack to slam
home a dunk. He was fouled by
the Raiders' Delme Herriman on
the play, which put the Panthers
and the Lantz Gym crowd into a
frenzy, and converted the foul
shot for a five-point Eastern
lead.
"As soon as I got the ba11 I
said 'I'm dunking"' said the 6foot- l Hernandez. "I knew I
wouldn't miss. My adrenaline
was flowing too much."
Hernandez ·s first collegiate
dunk was just one of many
crazy things that happened in

the last minute of the game:
• Wright State's Mike Nahar
connected on a pair of free
throws that pulled the Raiders to
within one point at 81-80 with
I7 seconds left.
• On the ensuing inbounds
play, Eastem's Curtis Leib was
intentionally fouled by Renaldo
O'Neal. which drew a two-shot
free throw anempt and gave the
Panthers the ball back.
• "(O'Neal) kept on pushing
me and he pushed me right in
front of the referee, which was a
dumb thing to do," said Leib,
who hit one of the two foul
shots to put Eastern up by two.
"h was kind of a cheap shot."
• During a timeout after
Hernandez's dunk, Wright State
coach Ralph Underhill was
whistled for a technical.
Underhill was apparently still
upset with the call on O'Neal.
Derrick Landrus missed both
technical foul shots, but Eastern
retained possession of the ball.
• Landrus was fouled on the
inbounds play and hit both of
his foul shots to make the final
87-80.
Midway through the second
half it seemed that the Panthers
were going to gel off with a fairly easy victory. Eastern led by
as many as 13 points after Leib
scored a basket in the lane.
Wright State didn't go down
without a fight. The Raiders
slowly chipped away at the
Panther lead. Woods and senior
forward Bill Edwards led the
charge.
Edwards, the Raiders leading
scorer, scored nine points and
Woods, the Raiders playmaker,
scored five points as part of a
25-14 Raider run that tightened
the game.
"ll is hard ro keep a good
team down," Leib said. "We
knew that they were going to
make a run at us. We just had to
keep on fighting."
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MARI OGAWA/Photo
Junior forward Curtis Leib has his shot knocked away during the Panthers' 87-80 win over Wrighl
Monday night in Lantz Gym. It was Eastern's second consecutive win.

Hernandez Johnny on the sp
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor
"Here's Johnny!"
That was the message freshman Johnny
Hernandez gave the Wright State Raiders in Monday
night's 87-80 upset victory in Lantz Gym.
The 6-foot-l point suard from Rockford ployed o
key factor in sinking the Raiders in Eastem's MidContinent Conference win.
Hernandez, who averaged 4.7 points going into
the game, scored a career-high 17 points, dished out
four assists, grabbed five rebounds and recorded a
steal. He connected on 6-of-7 from the field, J-of-3
from 3-point land, and connected on 4-of-6 free

throws.
But the moment the crowd of 1,723 fans
remember was his thundering two-handed dunk
Cleveland State's 6-foot-7 forward Delme H
and drawing the foul. He completed the 3-poinl
giving Eastern a commanding 85-80 lead.
On the play with 17 seconds remaining in
game, He111and1:u. broke tu Eastern ·s basket
inbounds play from about half court. He receive4
pass from DarreU Young after breaking away
Bill Edwards.
"As soon as I got the ball, I said Tm d
said Hernandez who has an Eastern team-hi
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Track star plays waiting game for national
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer
The SS-meter dash on the
national scene is a tough game
to play, and Eastern junior
Obadiah Cooper knows it.
Cooper made provisional
NCAA qualifying for the event
in December, and has since been
bringing down some of the top
c lockings in the nation.
Each event in track has two
qualifying standards, an automatic and a provisional. If an
athlete hits automatic, he or she
goes to nationals without question, but making provisional
provides no guarantee. The
NCAA usually takes between
14-16 ath leteo; in each event
every year. If that number of
people do not make automatic,

officials go down the provisional list to fi.11 the remaining spots.
This is the situation Cooper is in
right now.
Automatic in the 55 is set at
6. 18 seconds, and provisional
6.28. However, only three athletes to date have hit automatic.
On Saturday, Cooper increased his chances of quaIi fication
in winning the dash in a double
dual meet at Ulinois with a time
of 6.23.
This was significant because,
prior to Saturday, he was tied
with six other runners around
the country at 6.24. That group
at the time made up the tail end
of the nation's top I6.
Cooper knows the improvement Saturday helps his situation, but he is by no means
putting down his guard.

Obadiah Cooper
"I'm pleased with how I ran,"
Cooper said. "But a lot of other

people around the country ran in
track meets Saturday, and could
have ran well also. Hopefully,
I'm the only one who got a better time."
In a race as short as the 55,
the difference between what is
considered to be great, good,
and poor can take place in the
blink of an eye.
At the national meet itself,
the difference between first an
last place could very well be
less than .2 of a second. So
more than any other event, a
definite favorite going in is very
bard to call.
The top time in the nation
right now stands at 6. J6, by both
David Oaks of Oklahoma and
Mid1ael Green of Clemson.
Cooper is confident that kind of
time is within his reach. and

it.

"l know I can run faster
6.23," Cooper said. "My
could be better, and my
down the lane could be
too.
"A lot of times, when I
that I'm winning, I tend to
my drive. But now l bav
work on improving my ex
siveness and concentrating
my drive all the way to
line."
Cooper has lost only t
this year, to Riley Washi
of Nebraska, who is cu
ranked third nationally at 6.
and to Anthony Jones of Ill'
who is ranked sixth at 6.
However, Cooper's win S
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